
Nineteen Years at a Sheltered Workshop as a Confectioner 

Ｍａｒｉ Ｋａｗａｉ, Palette Confectionery, Japan 

 

I have been working at the Palette Confectionery for 19 years. 

After graduating from special needs education school, I wanted to work at a noodle restaurant and 

took some interviews, but it did not work out. But I like sweets very much so I applied for the Palette 

Confectionery. I was so pleased with having the training there. I was delighted when I was hired. 

   

The Palette sells cookies and cakes. Working hour is 9 am to 5 pm, from Monday to Friday. Everyday 

is so busy and the works are very hard. Between November and December, we have over works as 

well as holiday works because we have many orders for the year-end gift (a Japanese custom). But it 

is so fun and enjoyable. 

There are various rules to work for Palette. When we make cookies, we make sure to wash our 

hands, our finger nails to be cut, wear masks and not to touch our hair. We wash and keep our uniforms 

clean and throw them out after getting the holes in the shirts. And, not to be late. I think it is shameful 

to wear strange clothes when we go to companies for selling our products and we should wear nice 

looking clothes. 

      

In addition to making cookies and cakes, we also do the cleaning, washing, shopping and delivering of 



our products. There are other works such as making packed lunch and selling them to companies, and 

gardening. 

In Palette, there are nine kinds of cookies. Cakes are eight kinds. Cooking method and ingredients 

are all different. I will show you how to cook the almond cookies, which is my favorite. (1) At first you 

put the margarine to stir, (2) and then you measure the sugar and stir in it, (3) put the egg, (4) measure 

the wheat and almond powder and put, (5) put the baking powder and baking soda, (6) mix the 

ingredients by the machine to make the dough, (7) put the dough into the forcing bag to leave, (8) put it 

into the oven to bake, (9) after baking, cool them down and turn inside out. You should be careful not to 

drop them then, (10) put them into the bags and close them, (11) put the stickers of expiration date. 

And then it is over.. 

   
Three staff and nine disabled staff are working in Palette. As everyone has each task, the teamwork 

is very important. Person in charge of measuring the ingredients, making the cookie dough, cutting the 

raisin and walnut, pressing the dough down on the grill, putting them into the bags, folding the boxes, 

putting the dryer, making the bookmarker and sticking the stickers, we all collaborate with each other. 

There are also volunteer staffs that help our operations. When I started working here, Ms.Endo 

taught me how to pack cookies. Ms. Nakata taught me how to fold boxes. The volunteer staff in 

charge of making packed lunch has been teaching me how to cook as we work together. 

Sometimes we go for selling to companies. Staffs with and without disability go to Fuji Zerox and 

Amway Japan by car. Many customers come to buy. Sometimes all the cookies are sold out and earn 

70,000 yen in a day. I say to customers in a big voice, “Hello, what would you like?” and put the goods 

into plastic bags. After receiving money from the customers, I hand it over to the staff. Lastly, I give the 

goods to the customers politely saying, “Thank you very much. We look forward to seeing you again.”. 

When I started this job, I used to feel tired after standing all day long, but now I am all right with it. I feel 

very happy when I hear the customers say “Thank you”. I love selling.. 

   
Besides making and selling the cookies, we also have a job to do the gardening. About two days a 

week, we transplant and water the flowers at the ward office. We learn the names of flowers, how to 



mix the soil and the leaf mold muck and plant the flowers with a teacher. We water them with a hose, 

bucket and dipper. During the hot summer, it gets dried quickly so I go for watering after work everyday 

with my fellow, Ms .Ogiyama.. This job is not bad. 

 
While working, we sometimes make mistakes. When it happens to me, I report it to the staff and 

others, and apologize. The others do the same and we always share it together not to make the same 

mistake again. We also have meetings sometimes. We call attention each other, saying “please be 

careful,” to those who are not concentrated during the work, and Mr. Soma, the director, gives 

guidance and advice. 

  
I work hard and get money. Since I have been working here for 19 years, my salary has increased. At 

present I receive 93,000 yen every month. We get bonuses in summer and winter. I use my salary for 

buying books, magazines and CDs of popular singers. I also save money. I am really thankful. 

 

Palette also runs a group home “Ebisu Palette Home,” an open space for hanging around and 

making friends “Tamariba (Gathering spot) Palette,” Sri Lankan curry restaurant “Restaurant and 

Bar Palette”, and a sheltered workshop in Sri Lanka, “Sri Lanka Palette.” 



  

  

 

My dream is to meet many different people. And get married and have a wedding party. But if I get 

divorced, I will work for Palette a little longer. 

 

The happiest thing through the years in Palette is that I went abroad for the first time with 

everybody in Palette. I have been to Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Singapore and Korea. As I like traveling, I 

often go traveling with my family during holidays and weekends. I feel excited when I travel. 

  

 

My family runs a Japanese noodle restaurant in Shibuya, Tokyo. My family members are five.  My 

father is a funny man but scary when he is angry. My mother is strict and always encourages me to 



work hard. Emi, my younger sister, is really funny but teach me strictly when it is necessary. I am the 

closest to Yoko, the other younger sister. All of my family members are thrilled to know that I am going 

to the Asian conference. I have been also looking forward to it very much. 

 

 

I have been practicing the harp for 6 years as one of Palette’s activities. Now I can play some songs 

such as “Twinkle stars” and “Any day.” I hold the harp concert with other members every year. The 

sound of the harp is very nice and there has been a person who was touched by my performance 

before. I was so happy then. 

  

 

There are so many chances to meet people in Palette. I would like to keep on working for Palette for 

the next 10 thousands or 100 thousands, 200 thousands, 300 thousands …many more years. 

 


